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Model organisms

• You can experiment 
on them

• They are like us, or 
are otherwise 
interesting



Model organism databases



122 references...



How long does it take?

Baumgartner et al. (2007b)



How long does it take?

Baumgartner et al. (2007b)



So, how do you do
text mining?

Two approaches that are not 
coexisting peacefully



Two approaches to NLP

Knowledge-based Statistical/machine 
learning



First approach to NLP

• Rule-based
• AI, linguistics

Ontologies
Knowledge bases

• Patterns (regular, context-free…)
• Procedures



K-based: procedural

• Patterns (regular, 
context-free, …)

• Procedures

if (currentWordEndsWith-ing) {

if (previousWordIsThe) {

if (nextWordIsOf) {



K-based: regex

• Patterns (regular, 
context-free, …)

• Procedures

$geneName = “[A-Za-z]+-?[0-9]”;

$input =~ /interaction of ($geneName) with ($geneName)/;

$interactionAssertion->setGene1($1);

$interactionAssertion->setGene2($2);



K-based: CFGs

• Patterns (regular, 
context-free, …)

• Procedures

NounPhrase -> NounPhrase+ Conjunction NounPhrase

NounPhrase -> Predeterminer Determiner+ Adjective+ Noun



Knowledge-based approaches
Why they work

• Patterns are real
– Psychologically
– Formally adequate (mostly)

• Intuition works
• No need for training data



Knowledge-based approaches
Why they’re hard

• Knowledge takes time to get
• Process of developing large rule sets 

can be slow
– Consider English syntax…



Second approach to NLP

• Mosteller & Wallace
• Bayesian
• Other machine learning techniques



Statistical/ML approaches

• Frame the NLP task as a series of 
classification problems
– Which POS is this?
– Which word meaning?
– Which phrasal grouping?



Statistical approaches
Why they work

• Statistics can be proxy for knowledge
• Some interesting stuff is frequent 

enough to be tractable



Statistical approaches
Why they’re hard

• Problem: sparse data

Frequency

Rank



Statistical approaches
Why they’re hard

• Solutions: smoothing, back-off



Statistical approaches
Why they’re hard

• Problem: labelled training data is 
expensive



Statistical approaches
Why they’re hard

• Solutions: 
– spend money
– figure out how to use other people’s
– “weakly labelled” data



Knowledge-based or 
statistical: what to do??



Knowledge-based vs. 
statistical approaches

• Pragmatic answer #1: if you must pick 
one...
– Is it cheaper to label more training data, 

or to put time into developing patterns?



Knowledge-based vs. 
statistical approaches

• Researcher’s answer:
– Use one as the baseline for the other



Knowledge-based vs. 
statistical approaches

• Pragmatic answer #2: combine them
– Do both together/iteratively
– Statistical solution first, then rule-

based post-processing

the 2.5th

approach
“Natural language processing is never pure and 

rarely simple.”



Which works better?

Pestian et al. (2007)



A rapprochement



Conceptual features for 
information retrieval

• Task: retrieve sentences that contain 
mentions of mutations.

• Keyword approach: 1,092
• Recognize mutation mentions: 

additional 2,171



Conceptual features in
document classification

Caporaso et al. (2005)



Conceptual features in
document classification

Caporaso et al. (2005)



Untapped conceptual types



Malignancies (F = 0.84)

Jin et al. (2006)



Mouse strains

• CAST/EiJ
• C57BL
• SJL/J
• SEG
• C3H/He 
• RIII
• DBA/1 

Caporaso et al. (2005)



Mutations

• Ala64->Gly
• Ala64Gly
• A376G

Caporaso et al. (2007)



Point/Counterpoint



Contradictory findings

• TREC 2003: “...searching in the MeSH and 
substance name fields, along with filtering 
for species, accounted for the best 
performance” (Hersh and Bhupatiraju 
2003, Caporaso et al. 2005)

• TREC 2004: “Approaches that attempted 
to map to controlled vocabulary terms did 
not fare as well” (Hersh et al. 2004)



Understanding the 
TREC 2004 results

• Poor choice of concepts 
– MeSH terms only, which is known to have problems even 

if manually indexed
• “Conceptual” systems weren’t very good (or didn’t 

try very hard) at concept recognition
– Even synonymy not detected well (1 case)
– Methods not described, so presumably not a focus of the 

work (2 cases) 
• Hersh et al. (2004) overstate role of concepts in 

these systems
– Synonym source only (1 case)
– Only one of several features (1 case)



I’m convinced in theory, 
but will it scale?

• Jin et al. (2006): for malignancy 
mentions, relatively small amount of 
training data sufficed

• Caporaso et al. (2007): mutation 
patterns were learnable with small 
person-hour investment



Conclusion

• Statistical and conceptual approaches 
to text mining can coëxist peacefully
– Statistical and rule-based concept 

recognizers can work well
– Concepts are good features for 

statistical systems
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